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Full Council 19th September 2013
 

Corby Borough Council – Boundary Review 
 

SYNOPSIS BOX 
To confirm the Council’s submission to the Boundary Commission for new ward boundaries 
within Corby Borough as part of the current Boundary Review exercise. 

1. Relevant Background Details  
The independent Local Government Boundary Commission for England is carrying out an 
electoral review of Corby Borough Council.  The review will draw new council ward 
boundaries across the borough. 

Following a public consultation, the Commission are proposing that the council should have 
29 councillors in future, the same as the current governance arrangements.  Given that the 
projected growth in the Borough the current Review has needed to look at options to 
redistribute these 29 seats. 

The Commission are now asking for evidence to help them to decide a new pattern of wards 
for Corby.  The closing date for submissions to the Commission is 23rd September 2013. 

The Boundary Review Working Group (Councillors Addison, Stanbra, McKellar & Noble) has 
met to consider options drawn-up by officers for Full Council to determine. 

2. Report 
The Working Group received an initial draft option at its meeting on 25th July 2013.  After 
consideration, the Group requested that this be worked-up to a full working model (Option A) 
together with a variation in relation to Danesholme/Great Oakley/Oakley Vale (Option B).   

These two options were worked-up and presented to the Group’s meeting on 4th September 
2013.  In addition, there were certain minor adjustments to the original option arising from re-
calculation of electorate figures.  The aim was to have two options that met the electoral 
equality figure whilst protecting community identity and locality. 

Council should note that there is a statutory maximum of 3 members/ward, whilst there are 
no limits as to the overall composition; a mixture of 3, 2 or single member wards is allowable 
under the rules. 

The current electorate is 47,393.  This represents a ratio of 1 Councillor per 1,634 electors.  
Under the Review by 2018 it is projected this will rise to 1 Councillor per 1,827 electors (a 
total electorate of 52,966).  This projected growth is not uniform across the Borough. 

OPTION A 
Beanfield (3 Members) 

The opportunity arose during the Review to try to consolidate the Beanfield estate into a 
Beanfield ward.  The electorate figures allowed for the ward to be enlarged, largely at the 
expense of Tower Hill ward.  The result would be a 3 member ward. 

Central (2 Members) 

Initially the draft proposal saw Central ward, Exeter ward and Hazel Leys estate consolidated 
into a new 3 member Central ward.  Both Central ward and Exeter ward are low numerically 
and could not easily fit the electoral model (together they were too big for 1 member, too 
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small for 2 members).  As stated, initially the combination with Hazel Leys would have made 
for a robust model but as the Review progressed it became evident that Hazel Leys estate 
would need to remain linked with Kingswood estate.  Central ward & Exeter ward could not 
sustain 2 members without additional electorate.  It is therefore proposed to extend the new 
Central ward to take-in Charnwood, Streather and the south side of Forest Gate.  This would 
make for a  more robust 2 member ward. 

It should be noted that the opportunity has been taken to consolidate all of Studfall Avenue 
into East ward (proposed Lloyds).  This has meant the transfer of a small number of 
properties from Central ward. 

In addition, it should be noted that Thoroughsale Woods would transfer into Central ward. 

Members may wish to consider changing the name of the ward to reflect its full community 
identity; “Central & Exeter” is an option. 

Central ward would have two members. 

Corby South (3 Members) 

Corby South would be a new 3 member ward combining Great Oakley, Danesholme, 
together with the area around Coldermeadow, Norway Close and the Kingswood/Pope John 
school sites (currently in Tower Hill ward).  It should be noted that Great Oakley & 
Danesholme fall within the NCC Division of Oakley and that Danesholme and Great Oakley 
were formally within a district ward. 

Whilst this proposal is robust the Group asked for an alternative to be worked-up.  This is 
contained in Option B. 

Whilst the Group were dissatisfied with the ward name “Corby South” no alternative is 
suggested by the Group at this time, although Harper’s Brook does flow through Danesholme 
and Great Oakley. 

Corby South would have 3 members.  

Kingswood (3 Members) 

Whilst there was early discussion of transferring Hazel Leys estate into a new Central ward 
this has proven unworkable.  Ultimately the most appropriate option was to leave the 
boundaries of Kingswood ward unchanged and retain 3 members. 

Members may wish to consider changing the name of the ward to reflect its full community 
identity; “Kingswood & Hazel Leys” is an option. 

Lloyds (3 Members) 

This is largely the existing East ward with some minor alterations.  Charnwood, Streather and 
Forest Gate would transfer to new Central ward.  Studfall Avenue would be consolidated into 
Lloyds.  The area around Carey Drive would also transfer into Lloyds.  

Crawford, Latimer & Clarke would transfer from Rowlett ward into Lloyds ward. 

It was agreed by the Group that this ward reverts to its former name of “Lloyds” to reflect the 
heritage of the area and community identity. 

Lloyds would retain 3 members. 

Lodge Park (3 Members) 

This comprises current Lodge Park ward (with the loss of an area around Auden/Keats to 
Rowlett) and the majority of current Shire Lodge ward (with the transfer of Lindisfarne/Iona 
and the area east of Rockingham Road to Rowlett). 

The Group did debate at some length as to what this amalgamated ward should be titled.  
The New Town Commission’s Masterplan from the 1950’s titles this area “Lodge Park 
Estate” therefore it was agreed to name this new ward Lodge Park. 
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Lodge Park would have 3 members. 

Oakley Vale North (2 Members) 

Given the actual electorate figure within Oakley Vale estate, together with the projected 
growth, it is necessary to divide the estate.  Most of the projected growth up to 2018 is 
currently estimated to be in the northern part of the estate. A boundary utilising part 
Lyveden/part Butland has been used to work-up this model.  The new community centre 
would fall within Oakley North. 

Oakley North would have 2 members. 

Oakley Vale South (2 Members) 

Given the actual electorate figure within Oakley Vale estate, together with the projected 
growth, it is necessary to divide the estate. A boundary utilising part Lyveden/part Butland 
has been used to work-up this model. 

Oakley South would have 2 members. 

Rowlett (2 Members) 

The residential parts of Rowlett Road would be consolidated into Rowlett ward.  The area 
around Carey Drive would transfer to Lloyds ward; Thoroughsale Woods would transfer to 
Central ward. 

Crawford, Latimer & Clarke would transfer from Rowlett ward into Lloyds ward. 

Rowlett ward would include Lindisfarne Road/Iona Road (from current Shire Lodge ward) 
and take-in residential properties the east side of Rockingham Road from Gretton Brook 
Road to Stephenson Way to include Watson Close, White Post Court, Hubble, Royce etc.  
Earlstrees Industrial Estate would also be included. 

Chaucer Close would be consolidated into Rowlett ward (from Lodge Park ward). 

Rowlett would retain 2 members.  

Rural West (1 Member) 

From an electorate point of view Rural West remains less robust than the criteria allows for.  
This is unchanged since the last Boundary Review.  Whilst the western extension will alter 
this perspective that is outside the scope of this current Review. 

There is however a strong community argument to be made and resistance to having to 
combine rural and urban areas and the need to respect parish boundaries.  It is therefore 
proposed to retain Rural West as a single member ward, which with the support of parishes, 
will be seen by the Commission as an appropriate deviation from the criteria. 

Rural West would retain a single member. 

Stanion & Corby Village (2 Members) 

Whilst currently this ward electorally is not robust, the projected growth will ensure it falls 
within the parameters set.  It had been envisaged at the time of the previous Review that the 
area known as “Little Stanion” would have been completed.  Due to the economic recession 
development has been slower than envisaged however it is still identified as an area of 
growth up to 2018.  It is therefore proposed that Stanion & Corby Village retain 2 members. 

In addition, it is proposed that the area around the former Post Office and Courier Road be 
transferred from Weldon & Gretton Ward into Stanion & Corby Village.  This does not impact 
on the electorate figures but is felt from a community viewpoint to make more sense than the 
current arrangement. 

There was representation made regarding whether the parish boundary between Weldon 
and Stanion could be reviewed as part of this current exercise.  Unfortunately it cannot but 
could be reviewed as part of a future Corporate Governance Review. 
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Stanion & Corby Village would retain 2 members. 

Weldon & Gretton (3 Members) 

At the time of the previous Review exercise it was envisaged that Priors Hall would have 
developed at a greater rate than it actually has, however as Members are aware 
development on this site has started-up again and it is seen as the most significant area for 
growth in the Borough.  The area is projected to see significant electorate growth.   

In its Stage 1 submission on Council size, the Council took a conservative estimate on 
growth when set against the housing trajectory figures.  In addition, the Commission have 
questioned whether there is likely to be any development on the Woodland Park site in the 
period up to 2018.  The Council contests this, however for the purposes of this exercise 
Woodland Park has been excluded. 

In addition, it is proposed that the area around the former Post Office and Courier Road be 
transferred from Weldon & Gretton Ward into Stanion & Corby Village.  This does not impact 
on the electorate figures but is felt from a community viewpoint to make more sense than the 
current arrangement. 

Members may note that it is still envisaged that the Willowbrook Industrial Estate and the 
Weldon North Industrial Estate would remain within Weldon & Gretton ward.  This was a 
“device” endorsed previously by the Commission to link the parishes of Weldon and Gretton, 
which do not have a natural boundary.  All areas of a ward are required to be linked or 
adjoining to each other. 

Weldon & Gretton would have 3 members. 

OPTION B 
The only difference between Option A & B relates to the areas of Danesholme, Great Oakley 
and Oakley South. 

Under the Option B proposal the wards would be as follows:- 

Danesholme (2 Members) 

Would include the current Danesholme ward with the additions of the area around 
Coldermeadow, Norway Close and the Kingswood/Pope John sites. 

Danesholme would retain 2 members. 

Oakley North (2 Members) 

Please see Option A – “Oakley Vale North”. 

Oakley South (3 Members) 

Oakley South would include Great Oakley and the southern part of Oakley Vale estate. A 
boundary utilising part Lyveden/part Butland has been used to work-up this model. 

Oakley South would have 3 members. 

All other Option A proposals would remain the same.  Both options would see 12 wards 
being established.  

General 
The resulting options presented in the report are a mixture of 3, 2 and a single member ward.  
During the previous Review, Council had endeavoured to create a number of single-member 
wards.  Unfortunately due to the need to meet the required criteria single member wards 
(with the exception of Rural West) have had to be disregarded. 

The projected growth in Priors Hall, “Little Stanion” and Oakley Vale mean that effectively the 
29 seats need to be distributed, with the nett effect seeing seats (2 members) moving out of 
the traditional urban area into the growth areas. 
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Once the period for submitting proposals has closed (23rd September 2013), the Commission 
will consider all submissions received.  The Commission will aim to publish its first draft 
proposals in January/February 2014; these will be subject to public consultation.  The 
Commission will consider any comments submitted on its first draft proposals.  The 
Commission’s final proposals will be published later in 2014 and will be subject to 
Parliamentary process. 

Once final proposals have been agreed the Council will need to conduct a full Polling Station 
Review ahead of the next district elections in May 2015.   

The new ward structure will be in place for the district elections in 2015; these elections will 
be combined with the next UK Parliamentary Election and parish elections. 

3. Options to be considered (if any) 
There are two options being tabled for consideration by Full Council.  The options are similar 
except in relation to the south/south-east part of the town relating to Danesholme, Great 
Oakley and Oakley Vale. 

In relation to ward names, Council may wish to consider whether those suggested are 
appropriate or that Members may wish to recommend alternatives. 

Officers can confirm that both options fit within the criteria set down by the 
Commission and that there are no particular operational issues identified at this stage 
with either option. 

4. Issues to be taken into account:- 
Policy Priorities  
The Working Group whilst endeavouring to meet the criteria of electoral equality across the 
Borough were mindful to protect community identity where ever possible.  Whilst it was not 
always possible to ensure that localities had their own ward arrangements (e.g. Hazel Leys) 
every attempt has been made to keep localities whole and avoid unnecessary divisions.  It 
should be noted that the unification of Beanfield into one ward was a particular aim of the 
Group.   

Due to the size of Oakley Vale, and the statutory maximum of 3 members/ward it was not 
possible to have a coterminous ward boundary for Oakley Vale estate. 

Financial  
There are no financial implications directly relating to this report. 

Risk 
If the submission does not meet the Commission’s criteria then the Commission may apply 
their own proposal, which while meeting the main criteria may not necessarily take into 
account local criteria to the same degree. 

Legal 
The Boundary Commission operate within a statutory framework under the management of 
the Parliamentary Speaker’s Office. 

Human Rights & Equalities 
The Boundary Review was triggered due to there being electoral imbalances within the 
Council’s existing ward structure.  The purpose of the exercise is to try to achieve electoral 
equality across the Borough, to ensure that each elected member roughly represents an 
equal number of electors. 
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5. Conclusion 
Council is invited to determine which option detailed within the report and appendices it 
wishes to submit to the Boundary Commission.  Council may wish to suggest amendments 
either to ward boundaries or ward names, however any amendments will need to ensure that 
they meet the Commission’s criteria.  Members are reminded that electoral equality and 
community identity are the two main criteria. 

The report author would like to acknowledge the assistance of Paul Wilson (ICT) in the 
compilation of this report’s appendices and thank members of the Working Group for their 
input into developing the options. 

6. Recommendation 
i) that Council approve either Option A or B for submission to the Boundary Commission. 

  

 Background Papers 
None 

External Consultations 
None.  The Council is charged with working-up a submission.  This submission will be 
considered by the Boundary Commission and if agreed will be subject to full public 
consultation. 

List of Appendices 
Appendix A – Option A 

Appendix B – Option B 

Appendix C – Electorate Analysis Option A  

Appendix D – Electorate Analysis Option B 

Appendix E – Variation Reckoner 

Officer to Contact 
Paul Goult (Democratic Services Manager) ext 4013 
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OPTION A 
 

WARD No. of Councillors Current Electorate Projected Increase Projected Electorate 
Beanfield 3 5527  5527 
Central 2 3489 65 3554 
Corby South 3 5225 432 5657 
Kingswood 3 5161 314 5475 
Lloyds 3 5277 342 5619 
Lodge Park 3 5457 119 5576 
Oakley Vale North 2 2820 826 3646 
Oakley Vale South 2 3756  3756 
Rowlett 2 4020  3821 
Rural West 1 1457 88 4010 
Stanion & Corby Village 2 2345 1000 3345 
Weldon & Gretton 3 2850 2396 5246 
     
Total 29 47,393 5582 52,966 
         



OPTION B 
 

WARD No. of Councillors Current Electorate Projected Increase Projected Electorate 
Beanfield 3 5527  5527 
Central 2 3489 65 3554 
Danesholme 2 3306 253 3559 
Kingswood 3 5161 314 5475 
Lloyds 3 5277 342 5619 
Lodge Park  3 5457 119 5576 
Oakley North 2 2820 826 3646 
Oakley South 3 5675 179 5854 
Rowlett 2 4020  4020 
Rural West 1 1457 88 1545 
Stanion & Corby Village 2 2345 1000 3345 
Weldon & Gretton 3 2850 2396 5246 
     
Total 29 47,393 5582 52,966 
         



Variation Reckoner 
 

Variation 1 Member 2 Member 3 Member 
+10 2009.70 4019.40 6029.10 
+9 1991.43 39.82.86 5974.29 
+8 1973.16 3946.32 5919.48 
+7 1954.89 3909.78 5864.67 
+6 1936.62 3873.24 5809.86 
+5 1918.35 3836.70 5755.05 
+4 1900.08 3800.16 5700.24 
+3 1881.81 3763.62 5645.43 
+2 1863.54 3727.08 5590.62 
+1 1845.27 3690.54 5535.81 
0 1827.00 3654.00 5481.00 
-1 1808.73 3617.46 5426.19 
-2 1790.46 3580.92 5371.38 
-3 1772.19 3544.38 5316.57 
-4 1753.92 3507.84 5261.76 
-5 1735.65 3471.30 5206.95 
-6 1717.38 3434.76 5152.14 
-7 1699.11 3398.22 5097.33 
-8 1680.84 3361.68 5042.52 
-9 1662.57 3325.14 4987.71 
-10 1644.30 3288.60 4932.90 
 


